Premium
Gins &
Mixers

What is Gin?
Gin is a neutral spirit flavoured by juniper and other botanicals.
The base spirit has traditionally been made from grain. However, the gin revolution has brought many other
base spirits to the gin world, including; potatoes, apples and grapes.
To make gin you first have to make vodka, this is the reason that many gin producers have a vodka brand to
sit alongside their gin. Flavour is then added to the neutral spirit either by compounding or by redistilling.
Compound gin, is the closest to how original gins were made with flavours and essences added to neutral
spirit. Sweetening and colouring is permitted.
Distilled gin is produced by diluting the natural spirit to about 45% ABV and then redistilling with botanicals
including juniper. The botanicals can be added one of two ways, either by steeping the botanicals in the
diluted spirit before redistilling, or through vapour infusion during the redistilling process. Colour may be
added and natural or nature identical flavours can be added after the distillation process.
London Gin or London Dry Gin is identical to distilled gin except no colours may be added and no flavouring
may be added after the distillation process. London Gin can be produced anywhere as long as it made in
accordance with these regulations.

Gin Profiles
Gin has six main flavour profiles – Juniper, Citrus, Spiced, Herbaceous, Floral and Fruit.

Juniper

Citrus

Spiced

Herbaceous

Floral

Fruit

Clean, crisp and
bold with
juniper
dominating,
balanced by
citrus and
herbaceous
notes.
This is the
traditional gin
styles perfect
for a G&T
whilst also
being
extremely
versatile.

Fresh and
zesty with
citrus notes
derived from
the essential
oils in citrus
peel.
These gins
often have a
more spicy
tone with
earthy notes.

Warm, spicy and
earthy, often
dominated by
traditional spicy
botanicals such as
coriander, cassia
or cardamom. A
number of
contemporary gins
use less common
ones including
black peppercorns
or ginger.

Assertive and
distinctive often
with unusual
botanicals
delivering unique
flavours.
Many herbaceous
gins have a
natural affinity
with cucumber as
a garnish.

Light and
delicate with
fragrant
sweetness.
Lightly
perfumed with
juniper and
subtly balanced
with citrus and
spice.
A great
introduction for
new gin
drinkers.

Sweet and full
of fruit which
sits alongside
juniper. They
make a great
G&T but are
fantastic neat.

Ableforth’s Bathtub Sloe Gin
Crafted with up to half a pound of sloes in every
bottle (that’s a lot of sloes, FYI), this coldcompounded sloe gin is a blend of copper pot still
gin and bundles of juniper berries, cassia,
coriander, orange peel and more. It's big, fullbodied and bursting with flavour. The sloes are
sourced from a UK fruit supplier, and paired with
fresh sloe juice they give this gin a delicious
flavour, with a note of bitterness to perfectly
balance the sweet, which comes from the almond
extract used.
ABV: 33.8%
Size: 50cl

Agnes Arber Gin
Agnes Arber became the first woman to receive
the Gold medal of the Linnean Society, a world
famous institution dedicated to the study of
natural history. Born in 1879, Arber achieved
excellent academic results and soon became a
historian of botany. By the time of her death in
1960, Arber had published an extensive library of
books on both botany and philosophy.
It is with appreciation of Arber's work that this gin
has been produced, this convergence of nine
botanicals distilled together. The savoury, earthy
notes of juniper, coriander and angelica are
complemented by the warm and spicy tones of
cassia. Sweet, acidic flavours of lemon, orange
and grapefruit combine with a twist of liquorice.
ABV: 41.6%
Size: 70cl

Beefeater London Dry Gin
Dating back to the 1860s, Beefeater London Dry
Gin was first produced by James Burrough, and
the botanicals and distillation process remains
largely unchanged. The natural botanicals are
steeped for 24 hours to extract the flavours and
oils, including Seville oranges and lemon peel. The
gin is distilled from 100% grain spirit and the
name refers to the 'Yeoman Warders' known for
guarding the Tower of London.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Beefeater Blood Orange
The fresh citrus flavours of blood orange tune
perfectly with the classic notes of juniper and
citrus of Beefeater Gin. The result is a bold finely
balanced contemporary London gin with zesty
notes of blood orange, created by Desmond
Payne, the world's most experienced Master
Distiller.
ABV: 37.5%
Size: 70cl

Bloom Gin
Bloom Gin is the creation of G&J Greenall's Head
Distiller, Joanne Moore. The name 'Bloom' is in
recognition of the gins floral nature (with
botanicals including honeysuckle and chamomile)
and its inspiration from the 'English Country
Garden'.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Bloom Jasmine & Rose
Created by masterful Master Distiller Joanne
Moore, this stylish and elegant floral sip bursts
with the subtle aromas of the natural flavour of
jasmine flowers and rose petals and bursting with
floral & earthy flavours - deliciously reminiscent of
an English summers day.
Rich, complex, smooth and sophisticated.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Bombay Sapphire
Bombay Sapphire's name derives from gins
popularity during the British Raj in India and was
developed to create a differentiated brand from
the more traditional British London Dry Gins.
Bombay Sapphire is triple distilled and features 10
botanicals.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl / 150cl

The Botanist Islay Dry
An exciting and unusual gin from Islay whisky
distillery Bruichladdich, The Botanist is made in a
Lomond still christened Ugly Betty and contains
no fewer than 31 botanicals, of which 22 are
native to the Southern Hebridean island itself. The
latter include the likes of mugwort, meadowsweet
and the enigmatic Lady's Bedstraw flowers, and
the resultant dry gin is described, perhaps
unsurprisingly, as 'floral'.
ABV: 46%
Size: 70cl

Bulldog
Bulldog gin is distilled in England using a
traditional pot still and unconventional botanicals
such as dragon eye, poppy and lotus leaves. Other
more conventional botanicals include lemon peel,
almond, cassia, lavender, orris, liquorice, angelica,
coriander and, of course, juniper. It was launched
in 2006 and has quickly gained popularity on
account of its soft, piney taste and peppery finish.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Chapel Down Bacchus Gin
Chapel Down Bacchus Gin brings together
winemaking expertise with modern distillation
techniques.
Created using distilled grape skins from a single
vintage year, the spirit has been developed to
reflect the delicate flavour profile of the wine
varietal. A heady aroma of intense citrus peel,
juniper and freshly cut grass leads to an early
palate dominated by ripe citrus fruit with a herbal
finish.
ABV: 41.2%
Size: 70cl

Chapel Down Pinot Noir Gin
This highly aromatic gin was produced with
distilled Pinot Noir grape skins from the Chapel
Down harvest and blended with English wheat
spirit. Infused with juniper, coriander, dried red
berries, rose buds, citrus fruits, rosehip, angelica
and grains of paradise. Created by the
winemakers at Chapel down using distilled Pinot
Noir grape skins after the pressing process for
their sparkling wine. Delicate aromas of red
berries perfectly balance the juniper-led palate
and citrus fresh finish.
ABV: 41.2%
Size: 70cl

Conker Dorset Dry Gin
Conker Dorset Dry Gin has been created using ten
botanicals, three of which are sourced locally;
elderberries, samphire and wild gorse flowers. A
smooth gin made from British wheat spirit
uniquely different and cut with Dorset spring
water.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Edinburgh Gin
Enjoy this gold medal winning gin. A wellbalanced crisp gin with a hint of ginger, a spicy
fruit edge and laidback citrus. Pine, the taste of
the mountains, is at the forefront of this gin, with
heather-scented notes following on.
ABV: 43%
Size: 70cl

Edinburgh Seaside Gin
This Seaside Gin is said to evoke a day at the
beach... a Scottish beach, mind you. The
botanicals are a native Scottish collection foraged
along the coastline including scurvy grass (don't
worry), ground ivy and bladderwick (something
for the Harry Potter fans). The 'Seaside' comes
through in the London Dry style gins green, grassy
sweetness with a touch of coastal saltiness. This
variant is actually a collaboration created in
partnership with the Heriot-Watt University
Brewing and Distilling curriculum. Perhaps try a
Seaside Martini garnished with an olive and an
anchovy.
ABV: 43%
Size: 70cl

Edinburgh Elderflower Gin Liqueur
Made by infusing their award-winning signature
gin with handpicked fully natural Scottish
elderflowers. The result, after painstaking
refinements to every subtlety of the recipe, is a
clean floral nose with hints of pear, peach and
grapefruit zest. Most importantly, one will note
the wonderfully fresh flavour of the elderflowers,
available for the first time in a finely balanced gin.
ABV: 20%
Size: 50cl

Empress 1908 Original indigo Gin
Empress 1908 Original Indigo Gin is 100%
authentic and all-natural. It’s infused with the
vibrantly tinted butterfly pea blossom, adding a
singularly distinct expression - an impossibly lush
and vivid indigo blue, with a stunning secret to
reveal; with the addition of citrus or tonic,
Empress 1908 is transformed from its
breathtaking indigo to a soft pink.
ABV: 42.5%
Size: 75cl

Greenall’s London Dry
Crafted by England’s oldest distillery, G&J
Distillers. Greenall’s has celebrated a rich heritage
of craftsmanship, quality and the ‘Great British
Spiri0’t for over 250 years.
The original recipe has remained unchanged since
1761. This is a smooth, crisp easy-going gin which
works well in a classic G&T.
ABV: 37.5%
Size: 70cl

Greenall’s Wild Berry
Greenall's Wild Berry Gin is made by infusing
raspberries and British blackberries in Greenall's
Gin, resulting in a fruity twist on their classic
recipe. Ought to go rather well in a Bramble as
well as other vibrantly fruity cocktails.
ABV: 26%
Size: 70cl

Hendrick’s Gin
Housed inside an unmistakable dark apothecary
bottle, Hendrick's Gin is blended with cucumber
and rose infusions after distillation. This unique
method makes Hendrick's distinct from London
Dry and Plymouth Gins.
Distilled differently to most, all the botanicals are
added to the top of the spirit to ensure only the
best flavours survive the extraction process.
ABV: 41.4%
Size: 70cl

HMS Spirits Mary Rose Gin
Mary Rose Gin is the flagship spirit from the HMS
Spirits Company. It respectfully admires the
tradition of a well-balanced London Dry Gin whilst
adding subtle notes of rosemary and grapefruit
that bring it to life. It’s carefully distilled in small
batches in a copper pot-still and has a higher oil
content than most gins which gives it richness and
ensures it’s smooth on the palate.
ABV: 40%
Size: 50cl

HMS Spirits Elizabeth
Elizabeth Gin is the third in the HMS Fleet, a
delicate balance of classic London Dry Gin and
natural elderflower distillate.
Elizabeth is a juniper led gin on the nose followed
by light flowery and honey like tones of
elderflower that produce a crisp, palate-cleansing
finish.
Best served with a fresh slice of orange and a light
elderflower tonic for a summery twist to your
G&T.
ABV: 42%
Size: 50cl

HMS Spirits Dreadnought
Dreadnought Gin is the second in the HMS Fleet, a
Navy Strength Gin at 57.5%, so-called because a
warship’s gunpowder could still ignite, even if
soaked in the spirit.
A well-balanced juniper led London Dry, adding
subtle notes of pink grapefruit to liven the palate
followed by a soft rosemary finish.
Best served with a fresh slice of pink grapefruit and
Indian tonic for a classic G&T.
ABV: 57.5%
Size: 50cl

J.J Whitley London Dry
A recipe using eight botanicals, including juniper,
coriander, liquorice and sweet citrus peel.
Wonderful smoothness with a clear scents of
juniper, perfectly complimented with hints of
citrus, spice and Parma violets.
Best served straight over ice or with a tonic.
ABV: 38.6%
Size: 70cl

J.J Whitley Elderflower Gin


This elderflower gin is made using 8 botanicals
including, coriander and cinnamon to create a
sweet velvety sensation and a fresh, floral
bouquet. A delightful balance of bright gin notes
and complex elderflower. Perfect in a G&T or
simply delightful neat over ice.
ABV: 38.6%
Size: 70cl

Juniper Green Organic Gin
Dry, aromatic and zestful, only the finest organic
botanicals such as juniper, coriander, angelica
root and savoury go into this superb organic gin
which the company have been making since 1999.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Malfy Originale
Inspired by the mountains Monviso (which are
visible from the distillery), the creators of Malfy
wanted the Originale to reflect its surroundings.
The wild juniper, pure spring water and the
amazing colour of the mountain lakes turned out
to be the inspiration for this fantastic treat.
Much like the mountains of Monviso, Malfy
Originale is a crisp and juniper-forward gin. Using
just 5 botanicals, it still delivers an extreme depth
of flavour.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Mayfield Sussex Hop Gin
A lively, zesty gin, made with just eight botanicals.
Alongside traditional citrus peels and juniper, the
addition of the Sussex hop botanical provides a
floral note, with a delicious subtle sweet
bitterness that plays against the pine-and-spice
juniper heart.
The unique label depicts the story of St. Dunstan &
The Devil, which took place in 10th Century
Mayfield village in Sussex. A talented metalworker
spreading the gospels of Christianity, St. Dunstan
took on the devil with a pair of red-hot tongs from
his blazing fire and clamped them hard on the
Devil's nose.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Monkey 47
Distilled in the Schwarzwald (Black Forest) region
of Germany. The '47' in the name comes from
both the 47 botanicals used and the 47% ABV.
Meanwhile the 'monkey' element refers to the
story of a British Air Force Commander who
helped rebuild Berlin Zoo after the war, including
sponsoring an egret monkey (depicted on the
label) and later opening a Black Forest
guesthouse called 'The Wild Monkey' at which he
served his own gin. Monkey 47 Gin founder Alex
Stein discovered this story and was inspired to
create a new gin, even using records of the
original recipe as inspiration, such as including
lingonberries, cranberries and spruce shoots
amongst the botanicals.
ABV: 47%
Size: 50cl

Opihr
Pronounced oh-peer. Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin
has bursts of citrus balanced with rich, earthy
aromas and a soft spice. Opihr epitomises the
exotic intensity of the Orient, awakening the
senses to a new style of gin.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Pinkster
A pink gin with a difference, as its botanicals
include raspberries. Real ones. The ones that grow
on bushes. Deliciously dry with a hint of fruit and
an exceptionally smooth finish, Pinkster makes a
refreshingly different G&T.
They recommend serving with a raspberry and a
sprig of fresh, well-spanked mint garnish. Best of
all, nothing goes to waste at their Cambridge HQ,
as the leftover (and rather inebriated) raspberries
are recycled as Boozy Berries and Gin Jam.
Voted Top Contemporary Gin at the Gin Guild
Awards 2017.
ABV: 37.5%
Size: 70cl

Plymouth
Plymouth original strength is a unique, protected
style of gin originating from the city of Plymouth.
Since 1973 it has been distilled from a unique
blend of 7 botanicals, soft Dartmoor water and
pure grain alcohol at the historic Black Friars
Distillery—the oldest working distillery in England.
ABV:
Size: 70cl

Portobello Road
Portobello Road No.171 Gin is a classically styled
London Dry Gin, created in a traditional method
from just 9 botanicals.
Conceived above the famous Portobello Star Bar
in the heart of Notting Hill, Portobello Road No.
171 eschews the trend for obscure and esoteric
ingredients and instead is an honest blend of
juniper berries; lemon peel; bitter orange peel;
coriander seeds; orris root; angelica root; cassia
bark; liquorice, and nutmeg.
Fresh, clean and pure in profile, Portobello Road
Gin is an exceptionally versatile expression - as at
home in a Martini, Aviation or a Negroni as it is in
a straight up G&T.
ABV: 42%
Size: 70cl

Saffron
The distillery in Dijon, France, uses French summer
wheat as its base spirit – rated as the best grain
spirit – and re-distills it using an original copper
pot still. Infused with nine carefully chosen
botanicals including juniper, coriander, lemon and
orange peel ensures a complex and balanced
character, but it’s the month long infusion in the
world’s most expensive and exotic natural spice –
saffron – that gives this gin its unique flavour.
On the palate the juniper and coriander stand out,
as they should in a London Dry Gin. The saffron
comes later and lingers well after the other
botanicals have left. A creamy, buttery character
with an obvious, but not overwhelming spice to it.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Salcombe Start Point
Distilled with 13 fine botanicals hand sourced
from around the world, including Macedonian
juniper, English coriander seed and fresh citrus
from historical trading routes once served by the
famous Salcombe fruit schooners, Salcombe Gin
‘Start Point’ is exceptionally smooth with layers of
complexity.
It is perfect served over ice or with premium tonic
water accompanied by a slice of red grapefruit to
complement the rich and warm citrus notes. It
also makes a cracking dry Martini with a twist of
red grapefruit peel.

ABV: 44%
Size: 70cl

Silent Pool
Silent Pool Gin is named for the eponymous lake
near to where it is produced in Surrey. Juniperdriven with 24 botanicals carefully chosen for their
uniqueness. All the botanicals work together in
unison to afford a romantic, complex flavour.
Fresh floral and clarifying citrus notes are
grounded by earthy and spicy cassia bark and
cubeb. The smooth finish is achieved with the
help of local honey.
ABV: 43%
Size: 70cl

Sipsmith Sloe
Made from their award-winning gin and rather a
lot of sloe berries. This sweet, fruity and complex
sloe gin produces a rich liqueur that's great for
summer drinking on ice or nursing in front of the
fire in winter. One of Sipsmith’s most successful
releases.
ABV: 29%
Size: 50cl

Slingsby Artisan London Dry
Crafted using locally sourced botanicals that are
synonymous with the beautiful and restorative
nature of Harrogate including Primrose, sweet
cicely, nettle, rhubarb, milk thistle, rosehip and
Taylors of Harrogate green and jasmine tea. These
unique botanicals are complemented with water
drawn from the world-famous Harrogate aquifer,
pure single grain spirit and a handful of the finest
ingredients sourced from around the world.
ABV: 42%
Size: 70cl

Slingsby Navy Strength
Navy Strength Gin uses the same botanical mix as
our classic London Dry Gin including Primrose,
sweet cicely, nettle, rhubarb, milk thistle, rosehip
and Taylors of Harrogate green and jasmine tea,
however is stronger and richer with an ABV of
57%. This creates a great body and intensity
whilst still retaining our classically smooth finish.
This gin continues the tradition of the Royal
Navy’s ‘proof test’, whereby gunpowder can still
ignite if gin is accidentally spilled upon it.
ABV: 57%
Size: 70cl

Slingsby Yorkshire Goosberry
Slingsby Gooseberry gin is crafted using the worldfamous Harrogate aquifer water, pure single grain
spirit and locally sourced botanicals synonymous
with the restorative nature of the town. Yorkshire
gooseberries bring an unmistakable tangy
sharpness, tempered with a fruity sweetness
whilst retaining the classic citrus notes of the
classic award-winning London Dry Gin.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Slingsby Yorkshire Rhubarb
Beginning life as one of Slingsby’s development
gins, they have taken their London Dry Gin which
is crafted using locally sourced botanicals and
masterfully infused this with the finest Yorkshire
rhubarb sourced from the famous 'Rhubarb
Triangle'. These unique ingredients are
complemented with water drawn from the worldfamous Harrogate aquifer, pure single grain spirit
and a handful of the finest ingredients sourced
from around the world.

ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Tanqueray
The flagship gin from Tanqueray, with a solid
juniper content and classic character. A great allrounder, from G&T’s to Martini’s – a staple for
any gin lover's drinks cabinet.
ABV: 43.1%
Size: 70cl

Tanqueray 10
A super-premium small-batch Tanqueray gin
named after the No.10 still in which it is made. A
superbly controlled explosion of botanical
flavours, with much more citrus character than its
Export Strength cousin.
ABV: 47.3 %
Size: 70cl

Thomas Dakin
Thomas Dakin Gin has clear scents of sweet
orange, citrus and juniper. It tastes smooth,
intense and slightly spicy. It quickly softens,
leaving a lingering sweet citrus and savoury
flavour.
Distilled in small batches in a baby copper pot
still, Master Distiller Joanne Moore uses a secret
recipe of eleven botanicals, including the unique
'red cole' (AKA horseradish) that gives Thomas
Dakin Gin a long, lingering finish.
ABV: 42 %
Size: 70cl

Twisted Nose Winchester Dry Gin
Their small batch craft gin combines ten
botanicals including locally grown watercress to
create a spirit that is intense, fragrant and very
refreshing.
The watercress adds sweet herbaceous notes and
a peppery sparkle to the finish that lifts a gin and
tonic to new heights. They think it's the most
refreshing gin ever tasted, but perhaps they're just
a little biased.
The Romans knew watercress as Nasturtium,
meaning “twisted nose”, from which their gin
takes its name.
ABV: 40 %
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Harrington Dry Gin
Global award winning gin is sophisticated with a
complex and well-rounded palate. Its unique
character, with notes of cardamom, black pepper
and citrus, give it a warm spice and a sweet,
smooth finish.
ABV: 44%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Harrington Elderflower Gin
Harvested just once a year, each bottle is infused
with over 200 individually hand-picked
elderflowers from our local hedgerows. A
delicately sweet and floral gin, it captures the very
essence of a British summer day, from field to
bottle in just a few short hours. Summer in a glass.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Victoria’s Rhubarb Gin
The original rhubarb gin, inspired by a crop of
rhubarb grown by Queen Victoria in her kitchen
gardens.
Each bottle contains on third freshly pressed
rhubarb juice, which we source from the finest
English crop, creating a fruity and refreshing
masterpiece.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Harrington Sloe Gin
This multi award-winning, intensely fruity liqueur
is crafted by steeping the Harrington Dry Gin with
handpicked slow berries. Vibrant notes of
maraschino cherry and delicate spice unfold into a
silky sweet finish.
ABV: 30%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Honeybee Gin
Warner Edwards lovingly distil 28 botanicals and
infuse with local Northamptonshire honey and a
dollop from their very own hives on Falls Farm.
Floral and zesty in nature, delicate notes of rose,
camomile and hibiscus marry beautifully to give a
balanced and complex gin with a luscious sweet
finish.
ABV: 43%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Melisa lemon Balm
Made with Lemon Balm, a member of the mint
family, also known by its Latin name “Melissa
Officinalis”.
Producing a herbaceous explosion on the palate
that is fresh and distinctive with a beautiful citrus
and minty finish. The Botanical Garden Range of
gins is inspired by the love and dedication of Tom
Warner’s mother.
The herbaceous plants foraged from her garden,
now converted into The Distillery’s Botanical
Garden, are used to craft their pioneering limited
edition recipes. Each bottle has a seed packet for
people to grow their own lemon balm and start
their own botanical gardens at home and use as a
garnish for their gin.
ABV: 43%
Size: 70cl

Warner’s Raspberry & Hedgerow
Made with hedgerow fruits, one third of this
bottle is fresh raspberries, blackberries and our
hand-picked hedgerow elderflower.
Fresh raspberry and blackberry juice, juniper,
coriander seed, hand-picked elderflower from our
local hedgerows, cardamom, black pepper,
cinnamon, angelica root, orange peel, lemon peel,
plus a secret ingredient…
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

William Chase Pink Grapefruit &
Pomelo
This terrific addition to the Chase gin range is
infused with a range of eight botanicals including
juniper, orange peel, liquorice, elderflower and
bitter almond. This is distilled in the infamous
copper gin still ‘Ginny’ with grapefruit and pomelo
peel at the Herefordshire distillery. Delicious in a
zesty G&T garnished of course with grapefruit or
served long in a Grapefruit and Cucumber Bliss!
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

William Chase Seville Marmalade
Chase are based in Herefordshire and make a
range of gin and vodkas using a spirit distilled
from apples. Chase Seville features authentic
orange notes as well as hints of floral juniper.
Light, fruity and very refreshing, this marmalade
reminiscent gin is superb in cocktails.
ABV: 40%
Size: 70cl

Seedlip Grove 42
A zesty & complex, citrus-forward blend of three types
of orange & uplifting spice distillates
Orange & Mandarin peel & pith top notes, with juicy
blood orange undertones open up to a stalky, grassy
character. Clean, fresh notes of Ginger & Lemongrass
with a dry finish from a subtle Peppercorn prickle.
Simply serve with tonic & a twist of Orange peel for a
delicious non-alcoholic drink.
ABV: 0%
Size: 70cl

Seedlip Garden 108
A floral blend of hand-picked Peas & home grown
Hay from founder Ben Branson’s Farm, with
traditional herb distillates in celebration of the
English countryside.
Fresh & floral Seedlip Garden 108 captures the
essence of the English Countryside. Sophisticated top
notes of hand-picked Peas & Hay and a complex
base character of Spearmint Rosemary & Thyme.
Simply serve with tonic & a sugar snap pea to
garnish.
ABV: 0%
Size: 70cl

Double Dutch – The Perfect Twin To Your Spirit!
Double Dutch is the result of this love affair - uniting great spirits with complementary mixers that
enliven and enhance. From the world’s best mixologists through to those who prefer their G&T on
the sofa at home, the Double Dutch twins have created revolutionary mixers to intensify enjoyment
of spirits as well as a perfect soft drink to be drunk solo.
With seven different products – Cucumber & Watermelon, Pomegranate & Basil, Cranberry Tonic,
Indian Tonic, Skinny Tonic, Ginger Beer and Soda Water. Each bottle of Double Dutch is made
entirely in the UK using flavour pairing techniques in order to create amazing drinks with no artificial
flavouring, colouring or preservatives. All Double Dutch drinks are low in calories, only using natural
ingredients, blended with the highest quality spring water from the North of England to create crisp,
fresh and innovative mixers for refined palettes.

Fever-Tree – If ¾ of your gin & tonic is tonic, make sure it’s the best
The brand name was chosen due to fever tree being the colloquial name for the cinchona tree in
which quinine, a key ingredient for tonic, is found. The highest quality quinine was sourced from the
Rwanda Congo border and blended with spring water and eight botanical flavours, including rare
ingredients such as marigold extracts and a bitter orange from Mexico. Crucially, no artificial
sweeteners, preservatives or flavourings were added.
Since launching in 2005, Fever-Tree has created a range of new products - each taking a similarly
intrepid attitude to sourcing quality botanicals. The result is delicious drinks to mix or enjoy on their
own.
Available in Indian Tonic, Naturally Light Tonic, Elderflower Tonic, Mediterranean Tonic, Aromatic
Tonic, Light Cucumber, Lemonade, Soda Water, Ginger Beer, Ginger Ale & Madagascan Cola.

